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ABSTRACT

1.

Cloud computing systems routinely process users’ confidential data,
but the underlying virtualization software in use today is not constructed to minimize the exposure of such data. For instance, virtual machine (VM) checkpointing can drastically prolong the lifetime and vulnerability of confidential data without users’ knowledge by storing such data as part of a persistent snapshot. A key
requirement for minimizing the exposure of any data is the ability to cleanly isolate such data for either exclusion or processing.
Traditional mechanisms for memory taint tracking are expensive
whereas those for isolating application footprint in VM-based sandboxes are not transparent. In this paper, we propose a transparent and lightweight mechanism for isolating a confidential application’s memory footprint in a VM. The key idea is for a parent VM
to spawn a child VM, called a Privacy-preserving Virtual Machine
(PPVM) within which the confidential application executes. Hypervisor features, such as VM checkpointing, that need to exclude
the memory of a confidential application can safely ignore the child
VM’s memory footprint. Alternatively, features such as checkpoint
encryption or malware tracking can operate only on the child VM’s
memory. We implement memory isolation for PPVM through a
lightweight VM fork operation that uses copy-on-write to reduce
the memory and filesystem overhead of the PPVM. Transparency
is achieved through a confidential shell that allows the parent VM
to spawn the confidential application in the PPVM and exercise
control over it during runtime. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of PPVM through its use with a standard hypervisor service, VM
checkpointing, which can safely checkpoint the parent VM while
excluding or encrypting the associated PPVM. We show that our
PPVM implementation achieves effective memory isolation with
low overheads on memory, CPU, and network performance.

Modern cloud platforms increasingly process and store users’
confidential data, such as passwords, financial information, health
records, lawyer-client correspondence, and other personally identifying information. When using such cloud services, users have
certain implicit expectations of data privacy, whether or not it is
explicitly guaranteed by the cloud provider. Users may expect that
their confidential information will not be stored beyond its useful
lifetime; for example, credit card numbers will be forgotten after
a successful transaction (unless explicitly authorized by the user),
and passwords will not be stored in decrypted form except in memory during authentication. Users may also expect that their private
data won’t be disseminated in ways not reasonably expected by the
user; for example, copies of their private data will not be duplicated
and shared with third parties.
Cloud platforms heavily rely on virtualization technologies. The
services hosted in the cloud often run within virtual machines (VMs).
On one hand, VMs improve security in shared cloud infrastructures
through greater isolation, and more transparent malware analysis
and intrusion detection [31, 32, 37, 7, 9, 13, 19, 39, 35, 24]. On the
other hand, VMs also give rise to new privacy and security challenges.
To handle confidential data correctly, any system must be able
to first cleanly identify and isolate such data. We focus mainly
on confidential data stored in the main memory since such data
is more likely to be unencrypted. Unfortunately, the underlying
virtualization and operating systems software in use today are not
constructed to control and minimize the exposure of in-memory
confidential data. Consequently, confidential data can be spread
around in unexpected places in memory, increasing the risk of that
data being stored and accessed beyond its useful lifetime and by
unauthorized parties.
Existing OS-level approaches to minimizing the lifetime of confidential data include clearing deallocated memory [11, 6, 41, 1],
taint tracking [38, 48], selective exclusion [15, 18], and selective
encryption [11]; these mechanisms do not provide a single encapsulated memory space where the confidential data can be stored
and processed, besides having high performance overheads. VMbased sandboxing approaches [10] tend to have high VM creation
and memory overhead and may not be transparent to applications.
In this paper, we propose a transparent and lightweight mechanism for cleanly isolating a confidential application’s memory footprint in a VM. The key idea is for a VM to spawn (or fork) a child
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INTRODUCTION

VM, called a Privacy-preserving Virtual Machine (PPVM), which
runs alongside the original (parent) VM; confidential applications
execute in the PPVM whereas regular applications run in the parent VM. Hypervisor features, such as VM checkpointing, that need
to exclude the memory of a confidential application can safely ignore the PPVM’s memory footprint. Alternatively, features such as
checkpoint encryption or malware tracking can selectively operate
only on the PPVM’s memory.
PPVM has two salient features that make it different from a traditional VM. First, PPVM is lightweight, which means that PPVM
can be launched quickly and does not impose significant overheads
beyond the requirements of the confidential application that it runs.
We implement a lightweight VM fork operation that uses copy-onwrite to reduce the memory and filesystem overhead of the PPVM.
Second, PPVM is transparent to the confidential applications, which
means that confidential applications are unaware that they are running within a PPVM. Transparency is achieved through a confidential shell that allows the parent VM to spawn the confidential
applications in the PPVM and control them during runtime.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of PPVM using a standard hypervisor service, VM checkpointing, which saves a persistent snapshot of a VM’s state at a given instant. A VM’s state includes, at
the minimum, its memory image and CPU execution state and possibly additional state such as virtual disk contents. The checkpoint
can be later used for various purposes such as restoring the VM to
a previous state, recovering a long-running process after a crash,
distributing a VM image with a preset execution state among multiple users, archiving a VM’s execution record, conducting forensic
examination, etc. Most hypervisors such as VMware [44], HyperV [28], VirtualBox [34], KVM [22], and Xen [47] support VM
checkpointing. Despite the above benefits, VM checkpoints can
drastically prolong the lifetime and vulnerability of sensitive data.
Data that should normally be discarded quickly after processing,
such as passwords, credit card numbers, health records, or lawyerclient conversations can now be saved forever in persistent storage through VM checkpointing [15]. We show that when a VM
executes its confidential applications in a PPVM, a VM checkpointer can easily save the VM’s memory snapshot while selectively excluding (or encrypting) the contents of any confidential applications running in the PPVM. Our evaluations show that PPVM
achieves effective memory isolation for confidential applications
with low overheads on memory, CPU, and network performance.
Assumptions and threat model: We assume that the VM and
its user applications are not compromised. We also assume that
the hypervisor and its checkpointing mechanism are secure. We
also assume that anytime after a VM is checkpointed, multiple third
parties (including malicious attackers) have the ability to access the
checkpoint, examine it, or copy it to a remote site for later analysis.
The third parties can also restore the VM from the checkpoint or
modify the checkpoint. Finally, the checkpoint may be distributed
or shared among multiple unknown users.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3
present the design and implementation of PPVM. The experimental
results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 describes the related
work and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2.

DESIGN OF PPVM

We propose a privacy-preserving VM (PPVM) to facilitate clean
and exhaustive identification of a confidential application’s memory footprint and disk contents, which can then be excluded (or
optionally encrypted) by the checkpointer. Figure 1 illustrates the

architecture of the PPVM. A PPVM is a special lightweight VM
which executes alongside a regular VM (called “Primary VM”)
that is to be checkpointed. Confidential applications, which would
normally execute within the Primary VM as “regular” processes,
are now executed within the PPVM as one or more “PPVM processes”. When the Primary VM is checkpointed, the entire memory footprint of the PPVM is excluded from the checkpoint. PPVM
includes all the system services needed by confidential processes.
Thus the memory footprint and disk contents of confidential processes are cleanly isolated from the Primary VM. We no longer
need to track the confidential application’s system-wide dependencies, such as its scattered memory footprint or I/O operations. When
the Primary VM is restored from a checkpoint, the restored image
would be automatically free of any confidential processes that existed before checkpointing.
The two requirements in realizing PPVMs are that (1) PPVM
must be lightweight, and (2) PPVM must be transparent to the confidential applications being excluded from the checkpoint. In the
rest of this section, we describe how the above two requirements
are addressed in the PPVM design.

2.1

Lightweight

The requirement of being lightweight means that PPVM must
be launched quickly and should not impose significant memory,
CPU, and I/O overheads beyond the requirements of the confidential applications that it runs. Launching a PPVM involves copying the CPU and I/O states from the Primary VM to the PPVM
and enabling PPVM to access identical memory and disk content
as the Primary VM has at launch time, but without any copying
overheads. PPVM uses copy-on-write (COW) sharing of memory
with the Primary VM, much like process fork and VM Fork operations [46, 16, 26]. Similarly, if PPVM’s disk I/O operations are
considered confidential, then PPVM can optionally share a copyon-write disk image with the Primary VM. Thus, upon launch,
PPVM is essentially a clone of the Primary VM insofar as its critical system components are concerned. Copies are subsequently
made only for those memory and disk contents that are dirtied by
either the PPVM or the Primary VM.

2.2

Transparency

The transparency requirement means that confidential applications should be unaware that they are running within a PPVM. In
other words, all PPVM processes appear to be part of the Primary
VM’s system image, and observe exactly the same process and I/O
namespace as other processes in the Primary VM. However the
PPVM provides a self-contained execution context for confidential
processes, including separate OS kernel, libraries, networking, I/O,
and other services. Transparency of the PPVM is achieved through
a confidential shell that allows a user to use the Primary VM to
spawn the confidential application in the PPVM and to observe and
control the execution of PPVM processes the same way she can
control regular processes in the Primary VM. We use Agents, which
are user-level programs, to communicate between the Primary VM
and the PPVM. For instance, the Primary VM’s agent conveys the
the path and the arguments for executing the confidential application to the PPVM’s agent. At the time of restoring the Primary VM
from the checkpoint, the hypervisor uses an event-channel based
callback mechanism to inform the guest OS in the Primary VM of
the restoration operation. The callback resets the guest OS’ internal
state to account for the absence of the PPVM.
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Figure 1: PPVM Architecture: Primary VM and PPVM share copy-on-write memory. PPVM’s confidential processes remain under
the control of the Primary VM’s root.

3.

PPVM IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented PPVM in QEMU/KVM virtualization platform in the Linux operating system. This section presents the implementation details of our system.

3.1

Primary VM

PPVM

guest physical memory
(Guest Page Frame)

guest physical memory
(Guest Page Frame)

Memory Copy-on-write

KVM uses extended page table (EPT) to implement memory virtualization. When a process inside a VM accesses a memory location, the guest page table is used to translate the guest virtual address of the memory into the guest physical address. EPT is then
used to translate the guest physical address to the host physical address. If the guest physical address is not in the EPT, then the VM
exits and KVM uses the host page table to get the correct page
frame number and adds the mapping to the EPT. The process inside
the VM can access the memory on the host once the corresponding
host physical page is obtained from EPT.
The key insight behind making PPVM lightweight is implementing a memory copy-on-write mechanism, which means that memory pages of both VMs are mapped to the same page frames and
these page frames are marked copy-on-write. To achieve this, we
first mark the host page table and the EPT entry of the Primary VM
as read-only. We then build the host page table for PPVM, which
maps the host virtual address of the PPVM memory to the corresponding host physical address (page frame number) used by the
Primary VM; the page map count of the corresponding page frame
is increased by 1. We wrote a KVM ioctl API V M _F ork to implement the quick cloning of the Parent VM. We also implemented
two functions Set_RAM and Record_Child which were used
to record the information needed for implementing V M _F ork.
Set_RAM is invoked when the multiple memory regions, called
RAM blocks, are initialized in QEMU. Set_RAM stores the information about the RAM blocks, such as slot number, RAM size,
and the starting host virtual address, in the kernel. Record_Child
records the data structures used by the PPVM, including pointers
to struct kvm (a data structure storing the information of a VM
such as vCPU and memory etc.) and struct mm_struct (a data
structure storing the memory information of processes).
Our first implementation of VM_Fork was to construct the host
page table entries for PPVM one at a time, as shown in Figure 2.
VMs with the same configuration have the same physical memory
layout and the same KVM memory slot layout. KVM memory
slot structure records the physical memory layout in a VM, which
stores the guest frame number and the corresponding host virtual
address. Figure 3 shows how to compute the host virtual address

Primary VM’s
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PPVM’s
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host page table of
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Figure 2: An implementation of VM_Fork that constructs each
host page table entry for PPVM individually.

of the PPVM from the host virtual address of the Primary VM. For
every host virtual address in the Primary VM, we get the KVM slot
ID and offset of the corresponding RAM block; this information
is obtained when the RAM block is added to both VMs. We then
use the same slot ID and offset to get the host virtual address of
the PPVM from PPVM’s RAM block. Next, we obtain the page
frame number from the Primary VM’s host page table. With the
PPVM’s host virtual address and page frame number, we build the
corresponding host page table entry for the PPVM.
The above approach, however, is inefficient: To construct each
page table entry of the PPVM, we need to traverse multi-level page
tables – page global directory(pgd), page upper directory(pud),
page middle directory(pmd), and the host page table of the Primary
VM. Our experimental results show that, it took around 25 seconds to process memory copy-on-write for an idle VM with 1GB
memory size. Inspired by the normal fork mechanism, we leverage the existing kernel function copy_page_range() to create the
PPVM page table in batches (as shown in Figure 4), which significantly reduces the number of times it takes to traverse the multilevel page tables. In the normal process fork mechanism, after
setting up the process descriptor, copy_mm() function is called to
create new page tables and copy the contents of page table entries

HVA in
primary VM

primary VM’s RAM info

slot id & offset

PPVM’s RAM info

HVA’ in PPVM

Figure 3: Computing the host virtual address in PPVM from the host virtual address of the Primary VM.
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Figure 4: A more efficient implementation of VM_Fork that
constructs host page table entries for PPVM in batches.

from the parent process to the child process. Since both the parent
and child processes have identical process address space, the child
process does not need to traverse the multi-level page tables every
time when constructing a page table entry. In our VM_Fork implementation, we modified the function to initialize RAM blocks to
force the PPVM to have the same host virtual address as the Primary VM for every region of virtual memory. We then copy all
the page entries from the Primary VM in batches within the virtual
address range. The above optimization reduces the memory COW
time from 25 seconds to less than 100 milliseconds.

3.2

Disk Copy-on-Write

To prevent the confidential data from being stored on the disk
when the Primary VM is checkpointed, the PPVM has the option
to be configured with its own disk space. Upon PPVM’s launch,
the PPVM and its Primary VM share the same copy-on-write disk
image. After the confidential application runs inside the PPVM,
any I/O operations performed by the confidential application are
directed to PPVM’s own disk.
In QEMU, we use disk snapshot to start the VM. The snapshot in
QEMU refers to the base image and Redirect-on-Write is applied
everytime when the VM is checkpointed to avoid modification to
the base image. To enable the PPVM to have the same disk contents
as the Primary VM before the PPVM starts, we can make a copy
of the disk snapshot of the primary VM and use the copy as the
disk file image for the PPVM. However, copying the whole snapshot could be time-consuming if the size of the snapshot is large.
For example, our experimental results show that it took around 35
seconds to make a copy of a snapshot whose size is 2.9GB. Alter-

time 2

Fork to run CA

CA is running

Figure 5: Sequence of events in forking a PPVM from the parent VM and launching a confidential application.

natively, we can also commit the snapshot of the primary VM to
the base image just before PPVM starts (using qemu-img commit)
and then create a second snapshot of the base image as the disk
file for the PPVM (using qemu-img create). However, committing
the snapshot may be time consuming. For example, in our experiment, it took around 25 seconds to commit a snapshot whose size
is 2.9GB and 0.1 second to create a new snapshot.
To reduce the launch time of PPVM, we use B-tree file system
(Btrfs) to improve the efficiency of creating the initial disk image
for the PPVM. Btrfs is a copy-on-write file system. It provides a
cloning feature which creates a new inode sharing the same disk
blocks with the original files. The data blocks are not duplicated.
Since Btrfs uses copy-on-write, any modifications to the cloned file
are not visible to the original file and vice versa. By putting the
base image and the snapshots under the directory in which Btrfs
is installed, we just need to clone the snapshot of the Primary VM
to create the initial disk image for the PPVM. Our experimental
results show that, with Btrfs, it took less than 150 milliseconds to
clone a snapshot whose size is 2.9GB.

3.3

Launching the PPVM

In PPVM, we use agents to start the PPVM automatically and
to communicate between the Primary VM and the PPVM. Figure 5
shows the sequence of steps for launching the PPVM. First, the
user requests the agent in the Primary VM to start a confidential

application. Since the agent is a user-level program in the VM
and VM_Fork is implemented in the QEMU process on the host,
the agent cannot directly call the VM_Fork function. To allow the
agent to trigger VM_Fork, we developed a guest kernel module
with character device interface that provides ioctl API for agent to
trap into the kernel. The module then uses UDP connection to inform QEMU to start PPVM and waits on a wait queue. The QEMU
process of the Primary VM has a separate thread waiting for the
VM_Fork request. This thread stops the Primary VM, creates the
disk image for the PPVM, performs memory copy-on-write, and
migrates CPU and I/O states of the Primary VM to the PPVM. After VM_Fork is complete, there are two QEMU processes, one for
the Primary VM and another for the PPVM. Each QEMU injects a
different interrupt to wake up their corresponding VMs which are
waiting in the queue. Based on the interrupt handler invoked, each
VM can determine whether it is the Primary VM or the PPVM.
The agent then returns from the kernel module to the user space
with the return value specifying whether it is the Primary VM or
the PPVM. Based on the different return values, the agents can act
on behalf of their corresponding VMs, much like how the return
value from a regular fork() system call distinguishes between a
parent and a child process. The agent in the PPVM then sets up
the network and notifies the Primary VM that it is ready to run the
confidential application. Finally, the primary VM sends the application path and parameters needed to execute the application to the
PPVM. The PPVM then forks a new process to run the application
and notifies the Primary VM.

3.4

4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness, launch time, and
runtime overheads of our PPVM prototype. All experiments
were conducted on a host system with 24 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
2.10GHz processor and 128GB of RAM, and running Debian
GNU/Linux 7.6 kernel version 3.17.2.

4.1

Effectiveness of memory isolation

We first demonstrate that PPVM successfully isolates the memory footprint of confidential applications for clean exclusion by the
checkpointing service in the hypervisor. We used the Firefox and
Chrome browsers, the MySQL database, and Gedit text editor as
sample confidential applications.
MySQL database server: We ran the MySQL server in a regular VM and connected to the MySQL server from an external machine. Executing the query “select * from employee;” gave the
following output:
Name
Fred
Wilma
Barney
Betty

Dept
Quarry worker
Finance
Sales
IT

Jobtitle
Rock Digger
Analyst
Neighbor
Developer

Network Transparency

While PPVM provides all necessary system services in a selfcontained manner, some services would need to mirror or share
the Primary VM’s services. For example, network transparency requires that confidential applications which run within PPVM, must
be able to use the network identity of the parent VM when communicating with external hosts. Specifically, the PPVM must use
the same IP and MAC addresses as the Primary VM. To achieve
this, we developed an IP/MAC mirroring functionality in the underlying hypervisor’s network subsystem. The PPVM is configured with a new MAC address and a new IP address, which is in
the same subnet as the Primary VM. We then use a NAT layer on
the host to forward the inbound packets to the proper VM based on
the port number and to change the IP address of outbound packets
to a common IP address for both VMs. For example, assume that
the common IP address is IPc which is an IP alias of the host, the
IP address of the Primary VM is IP1 , and the IP address of PPVM
is IP2 . When a user sends a TCP request (IPc ,P n) to the host machine where the PPVM resides, requesting to connect to a server
running on the PPVM that has port number P n, the host intercepts
the request and change the request to (IP2 ,P n) based on the NAT
rules set previously. When the Primary VM or the PPVM sends
requests to an external machine, the IP address is changed to IPc .

3.5

future, we will investigate hypervisor-supported mechanisms that
allow a PPVM to access the system display without requiring any
displayed data to pass through the Primary VM.

Display service

Confidential applications in PPVM may need display services,
such as a tty terminal or a graphical window. This is challenging
because we wish to avoid tainting the parent VM’s memory with
child VM’s display contents. Currently, we use SSH with X11 forwarding to provide remote login and display access to the PPVM.
After the PPVM sets up the network, The agent issues command
“ssh -XC root@h internal IP of PPVM i h application i”, which enables the remote execution of commands inside the PPVM. In the

Next, we checkpointed the regular VM. As shown in Figure 6(a),
the snapshot contains the above contents listing all the users. We
then ran the MySQL server as a confidential application in a PPVM
by launching it via a confidential shell. We executed the same query
and then checkpointed the VM. As shown in Figure 6(b), the confidential data about the employees could not be found in the snapshot.
Firefox, Chrome, and Geditor: We first ran Firefox in the Primary VM, entered URL “http://google.com”, typed string “strppvmabc” in Google search engine, and checkpointed VM. Upon
searching the binary snapshot, the string appeared in the snapshot
1086 times. We then used the confidential shell to launch Firefox in the PPVM, entered the same string in Google search engine,
and checkpointed the Primary VM. As expected, the string was not
found in the snapshot. Similar exclusion behavior was verified with
Chrome and Geditor.

4.2

Memory Overhead of PPVM

We wrote a simple memory-write-intensive application, which
repeatedly writes random numbers to 64MB memory sequentially,
to evaluate the memory overhead of PPVM. Figure 7 gives the total
amount of memory used by a single VM, PPVM implemented with
copy-on-write (COW), and PPVM implemented with VM replication (using pre-copy VM migration algorithm), when the memorywrite-intensive application runs inside either the VM or the PPVM.
In this experiment, all VMs are configured with 2 vCPUs and 4GB
memory. We measured Unique Set Size(USS) and Proportional Set
Size(PSS) using smem tool [40]. USS is the amount of unshared
memory that uniquely belongs to a process. PSS is the amount
of unshared and proportional shared memory (a proportion of the
shared memory divided by the total number of processes that share
the memory). The unique memory of the Primary VM and the

(a)

(b)
Figure 6: Memory snapshots when running the MySQL server in (a) Regular VM and (b) PPVM.
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Figure 7: Memory usage of a single VM, PPVM with COW,
and PPVM with VM replication.
PPVM is measured via USS directly. The memory shared by the
Primary VM and the PPVM is measured as “ (Primary VM’s PSS Primary VM’s USS) + (PPVM’s PSS - PPVM’s USS)”. Our experimental results show that, with copy-on-write, the memory usage of
the Primary VM and the PPVM together is slightly (less than 10%)
higher than that of a single VM. VM replication using precopy migration imposes around 60% overhead.

4.3

Launch Time of PPVM

Tables 1 and 2 give the time spent at each step to launch a PPVM

with different memory usage and vCPUs, respectively. The application running inside the PPVM is a simple program that prints
a sequence of characters. The launch time of the PPVM is computed as time2 − time1 in Figure 5. For both tables, the VMs
are configured with 4GB memory and the disk snapshot image size
is around 240MB. Before launching the PPVM, the Primary VM
does not run any other applications except the agent. In Table 1,
the memory used by the Primary VM (measured with “free -m")
ranges from 250MB to 2GB, and the VM is configured with two
vCPUS. In Table 2, the memory used by the Primary VM is fixed
(around 250MB), and the Primary VM is configured with different
number of vCPUs.
To control the memory usage, we create a tmpfs file system
mounted on directory /mnt/tmp. We then use dd command to create files under /mnt/tmp with specific size. All files created under
that directory will be stored in the main memory. Before launching
the confidential application, we use “free -m" to check the memory
usage.
Our experimental results show that the VM stop time, CPU and
I/O migration time, and network set up time in the PPVM are relatively stable regardless of the size of memory usage in the Primary
VM and the number of vCPUs. However, the memory copy-onwrite time increases linearly when the memory usage of the Primary VM increases because it takes longer time to reconstruct the
host page table entries for the PPVM (Figure 4). We also observed
that the VM resume time increases linearly when the number of
vCPUs increases. This is because vCPUs are implemented using
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threads in QEMU and the operation to resume all vCPUs individually activates each thread.

Application Performance Overhead

This section compares the memory, CPU, and network performance of applications running inside the standard VM and the
PPVM.

Memory read/write performance.
We used sysbench[42], a modular benchmark tool, to get the
performance of memory read/write operations. sysbench first allocates a memory block of a specified size and then performs
read/write operations on the allocated memory. The above process is repeated until the total buffer size that has been read from
or written to reaches total memory size specified by the user. In
our experiments, VMs are configured with 2GB memory and 2 vCPUs. Memory block size is 1KB. The read/write operations are
performed sequentially. The number of threads is 1. Figure 8 compares the memory read/write throughput with different total memory sizes (1GB, 2GB, and 4GB). The results show that the memory
read/write throughput is slightly less in PPVM than in the standard VM. This is because after VM fork, the extended page table
(EPT) is empty in PPVM initially and memory copy-on-write leads
to more page allocations for write operations.

CPU performance.
We used Kernbench [23] to compile Linux kernel 3.18.1 inside
the standard VM and the PPVM and compare the compilation time.
Both the standard VM and PPVM are configured with 4GB memory and various vCPUs. As shown in Figure 9, with different numbers of vCPUs, it takes almost the same time to compile the kernel
in the standard VM and in the PPVM.

Network performance.
We used Netperf [29] to measure the network bandwidth in
PPVM by running the Netperf client inside the PPVM and running the Netperf server on an external machine. The Netperf
client starts after the PPVM starts. We measured network bandwidth for the host machine, the standard VM, the Primary VM,
and the PPVM, using options TCP_STREAM (netperf server re-
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Figure 8: Comparison of memory read/write throughput between a single VM and the PPVM.
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Figure 9: Comparison of kernel compilation time using Kernbench between a single VM and the PPVM.

ceiving data from the client) and TCP_MAERTS (netperf server
sending data to the client). We also measured the TCP request/response performance using TCP_RR option, performance
of opening/closing TCP connection using TCP_CC option, and the
TCP connect/request/response performance using TCP_CRR option. The request/response performance is measured as “transactions/sec”, which specifies the number of exchanges of requests
and responses every second. Both standard VM and Primary VM
are configured with 2GB memory and 2 vCPUs. The standard VM
uses unmodified QEMU and KVM code, while the Primary VM
uses our modified QEMU and KVM code. As Table 3 shows that,
compared to a standard VM, the Primary VM and the PPVM impose negligible overhead on the network bandwidth, about 20%
overhead on TCP_RR and TCP_CC tests, and about 25% overhead
on TCP_CRR test. The latter overheads are related to the use of
NAT for network transparency in PPVM.

5.

RELATED WORK

Previous work on minimizing data lifetime and object reuse has
focused on clearing the deallocated memory (also known as memory scrubbing) [11, 6, 41, 1]. However, memory scrubbing does
not solve the problem of confidential data being checkpointed before the pages are deallocated. Garfinkel et al. [12] developed a
hypervisor-based trusted computing platform, whose privacy features include encrypted disks and the use of a secure counter to
protect against file system rollback attacks. Encrypting the checkpoint has also been recommended in [14, 45]. However, selective
encryption of confidential application’s memory footprint in the
checkpoint is harder because of difficulties in exhaustively tracking
an application’s footprint in most modern operating systems. Additionally, encryption alone is not enough if the data should have been
quickly erased by the application after use (such as passwords, or
credit card numbers), but wasn’t, or if such data was lying around
in deallocated memory pages that should have been scrubbed by
the OS, but was not for performance reasons. If the VM is restored
from an encrypted checkpoint at some arbitrary point in the future,
the confidential data will be decrypted and loaded into the memory,
thus exposing such data again.
Work in [11] has proposed explicitly encrypting confidential data
in the memory and clearing such data after use by discarding the
key. However, since the confidential data remains part of the VM’s
memory, such data may still be exposed if VM checkpointing occurs just after a program decrypts the data for use. Anonymous

Table 1: The launch time of PPVM with different memory usage. Primary VM is configured with two vCPUs and 4GB maximum
memory.
Memory
usage (MB)
250
500
750
1000
1500
2000

VM stop
(ms)
11.17
16.17
12.43
15.67
12.17
15.29

Disk
copy (ms)
106
107
92.57
94.33
106.5
101.29

COW (ms)
66.67
99.17
133.57
181.5
230.34
284.57

Migrating
CPU/IO (ms)
0.83
1
1
1
1
1

VM resume
(ms)
71.67
68.5
73.71
70.83
81.17
66.71

Network
setup (ms)
88.67
89.33
93.43
94.17
99.17
96.57

Launch
time (ms)
484.05
519.78
562.83
615.29
680.75
727.67

Table 2: The launch time of PPVM with different number of vCPUs. Primary VM is configured with 4GB maximum memory and
250MB actual memory usage.
vCPU
2
4
6
8

VM stop
(ms)
11.17
12
12
16.17

Disk
copy (ms)
106
107.83
107
111.83

COW (ms)
66.67
61.5
74.67
62.5

Migrating
CPU/IO (ms)
0.83
1.33
1.5
1.67

execution mode for applications has been proposed in [10] and
[33] so as to hide traces of an application’s execution after it terminates. However, such approaches do not hide the confidential
data in memory during the execution of applications and hence do
not prevent such data from being checkpointed. Chen et al. [4]
proposed a VM-based system called Overshadow to protect confidential application data. Overshadow enables secure execution of
applications even if the guest OS is compromised. To do so, Overshadow presents different views of application’s memory so that an
application can access memory storing the application’s data, but
the guest OS can only access the encrypted data. However, this
approach, does not prevent the confidential application data from
being checkedpointed by the hypervisor if VM checkpointing occurs just after the application decrypts the data for use.
All the above approaches share a common weakness that the
confidential application’s memory remains part of the VM being
checkpointed. In contrast, PPVM is designed to explicitly isolate
the confidential application’s memory footprint, so it becomes easier to exclude such data during checkpointing.
Gofman et al. [15] developed techniques to exclude confidential data from being checkpointed. However, their approach
had to examine disparate memory locations in the VM’s kernel, the virtual memory of the application, deallocated pages,
socket/pipe/FIFO/TTY buffers, device driver memory etc.. In contrast, PPVM helps avoid scrubbing process-specific information
from disparate locations. Hu et al. [18] presented an applicationlevel privacy-preserving virtual machine checkpointing mechanism, which allows applications to control the granularity at which
their confidential data is excluded from VM checkpoints. This approach, however, requires the programmer to specify the location of
confidential data using application programmer interfaces (APIs),
and hence is not application-transparent. Ta-Min et al. [43] proposed to partition system calls into trusted and untrusted. Untrusted
system calls are handled by the commodity OS, while the trusted
system calls are handled by the private OS. Doing so requires the
modification to applications. ARM TrustZone technology [2] proposed “secure mode”, a special CPU mode for providing a trusted

VM resume
(ms)
71.67
164
232.67
329.83

Network
setup (ms)
88.67
102.33
111
107

Launch
time (ms)
484.05
694.90
855.15
1051.18

execution environment with Cortex-A processors support. By activating the secure mode, applications can access physical resources
that are hidden in the non-secure mode. This approach also requires
the modification of applications.
A number of researchers have developed memory taint analysis
techniques to identify all memory locations storing the confidential
data. However, traditional memory taint analysis systems [5, 17,
30, 48] have a high performance overhead for large applications
due to the use of binary emulation or interpretation. Additionally,
even with taint tracking, selectively and safely excluding or encrypting the confidential application data from a checkpoint is extremely difficult requiring, from our experience, extensive changes
to the core operating system.
A recent trend is the use of Process Containers [8, 27, 20] as
a lightweight alternative to full system VMs. Containers provide
isolated execution for one or more user-level processes. The main
objective of containers is to restrict the resource usage, namespace,
and certain capabilities of the contained processes in order to protect the host system and other applications, such as through a separate filesystem, process address space, and superuser. However,
containers do not isolate the memory footprint of the contained
processes from the host system, the way PPVM does. Unlike containers, a PPVM does not restrict the capabilities of its contained
processes, except to control data transmission back to the parent
VM. Unlike processes in containers, PPVM processes share the
process namespace and all other capabilities available to processes
in the Primary VM. For instance, processes in a PPVM are under
the administrative control of the superuser of the Primary VM and
share the filesystem and network identity with other processes in
the Primary VM.
Prior research has also considered checkpointing and replaying
process execution as a means for intrusion detection, debugging,
process migration, and fault tolerance [3, 9, 21, 25]. However, none
of them examine the data lifetime implications of checkpointing.
Techniques for VM Fork that use copy-on-write for rapid VM
cloning have been explored in prior research including projects
such as SnowFlock [26] and Fargo [36]. We implemented our own

Table 3: Network bandwidth and request/response/connect performance.
Network Bandwidth (Mbps)
Request/Response/Connect (Transaction/s)
TCP_STREAM TCP_MAERTS TCP_RR TCP_CC
TCP_CRR
Host machine
941.33
941.36
8120.38
3880.81
3375.56
Standard VM
940.82
941.13
4841.56
2474.50
2004.31
Primary VM
939.63
940.62
4059.82
1983.79
1625.74
PPVM
939.35
940.63
4062.66
1963.62
1618.18

VM Fork mechanism in KVM/QEMU because no corresponding
implementation of VM Fork existed in the KVM/QEMU platform
that used copy-on-write to perform rapid VM cloning. Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, no prior work has investigated
the specific optimizations that we introduce to speed up the memory and disk copy-on-write mechanism during a VM Fork, nor have
they examined the sharing of network identity between the parent
and child VMs and transparently controlling child VM’s processes
from the parent.

6.

CONCLUSION

Virtualization technologies used in cloud platforms provide
inadequate support to identify and isolate the memory footprint
of specific applications. Consequently, services that need to
process or exclude confidential data, such as VM checkpointing or
encryption, are less effective. In this paper, we proposed a privacy
preserving virtual machine (PPVM) which facilitates clean and
exhaustive identification of a confidential application’s memory
footprint. PPVM is spawned by a parent VM using a lightweight
VM Fork operation which uses copy-on-write to reduce memory
and filesystem overheads on the host system. Confidential applications are executed within the PPVM, but transparently controlled
by the parent VM via a confidential shell. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of PPVM via a privacy-preserving checkpointing
mechanism which can safely exclude or encrypt the PPVM’s
memory while saving a snapshot of the parent VM’s memory.
Evaluations show that our PPVM implementation achieves effective memory isolation with low overheads on memory, CPU, and
network performance.
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